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and applications of the co-constitution of culture, mind, and brain. Chapters survey the latest theoretical and methodological insights alongside the challenges in this area, and describe how these ...
Culture, Mind, and Brain
"Most migrants come from countries with strong traditional values and conservative ... Arts and Humanities, one of the authors of the monograph. Migration Culture: A Comparative Perspective ...
Value-based approach: Lithuanian scientists provide insights into migration culture
Lindsay Gibson received funding from the University of British Columbia Hampton Fund Research Grant in the Humanities ... values in Canada and around the world. Most recently, after a survey ...
Commemoration controversies in classrooms: Canadian history teachers disagree about making ethical judgments
?There is no such thing as pure Jewish culture,? he says. And with that sense of the culturally ... which cannot be explained only from a wider recognition of their inherent values. Rather, the ...
Siegfried Kracauer's American Writings: Essays on Film and Popular Culture
Sloan Foundation, The National Park Service, the Utah Humanities Council, the Scenic Hudson Land ... In this case, Dr. Scarlett is studying how the social and cultural values of economically-depressed ...
Timothy J. Scarlett
In his class Hip-hop History and Culture, Professor Chad Williams charts the trajectory of the musical genre from its roots in the African Diaspora to Cardi B. When Derron Wallace learned about a ...
School of Arts and Sciences
"Exterminationism” is generally defined as genocide of an ethnic or religious group. Accordingly, I use the term political exterminationism to connote a wish or a course of action to destroy or ...
From cancel culture to political exterminationism
Reducing news to hard lines and side-taking leaves a lot of the story untold. Progress comes from challenging what we hear and considering different views.
Today’s Premium Stories
This was 2013, and Brett Batterson, the executive director of the Auditorium Theatre at the time, had just read about a survey by the ... then the culture program director at the Joyce Foundation ...
Chicago’s Arts Scene Has a Race Problem
“I’m not a renowned academic, did not establish any multinational corporation or become a star in any field of arts, culture or music ... the same high ethical standards and commitment to values that ...
A champion of ethics and collaboration in public service, former city manager Shirley Hoy receives honorary degree
Of all the bountiful transformations to business and culture to be brought forth by ... But this has not actually happened. As Ericsson's survey data indicates, not since Apple's introduction ...
What is 6G, if anything? A guide to what to expect, from whom, and when
The Malaysian Bishops have appointed the first woman as Director of the Catholic weekly "Herald": she is Patricia Pereira, who has taken on responsibility for the magazine since 1 July. Pereira was in ...
ASIA/MALAYSIA - A woman at the helm of the Catholic Weekly Herald
In 2017, my colleagues and I conducted a study for the internet and society program under the University of Social Sciences and Humanities, Vietnam National University, Hanoi. Our survey found that ..
Looks like we Vietnamese are sore, bad losers
Recently, the China Youth Daily and China Youth School Media conducted a questionnaire survey of 998 college ... you need to base yourself on your own culture, otherwise your personal charm ...
Watches Are Resurgence, Why Did Generation Z Choose NAVIFORCE Watches?
For Lawrence Korb, a former U.S. assistant secretary of defense, it also raises broader questions about U.S. values and priorities ... of Indigenous talent and culture was rare.
Today’s Premium Stories
enslavement and colonialism continue to fuel debates over collective memory and civic values in Canada and around the world. Most recently, after a survey of the grounds at the former residential ...
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